Who Should Read This Application Note?
This application note is for digital designers in R&D working with both analog and digital components, including microcontroller and DSP systems using serial buses. This application note discusses the challenges associated with and new solutions for debugging serial bus designs including PCI-Express Generation 1, Inter Integrated Circuit (I²C), Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI), or Universal Serial Bus (USB).
Introduction

The Keysight Technologies, Inc. Infinium Oscilloscopes provide many of the features of protocol analyzers such as decode listings and protocol specific triggering. However, a good question is “If protocol analyzers already exist, why is this capability needed?”

First of all, having a single instrument that provides the capabilities of an oscilloscope, logic analyzer and protocol analyzer provides lots of advantages. First of all, there is the convenience of bench space. Why crowd your bench with three instruments when one will do? Secondly, even if you happen to have all three instruments handy, it is a hassle to turn on another instrument and set it up. A single “All-in-one” instrument saves time.

Secondly, having a single instrument that provides both serial and analog capabilities means that serial problems can be traced back to their root cause. For example, if there is inter-symbol interference on a PCI-Express bus, the problem will show up as an invalid packet (and invalid symbol) in the decode listing. Just point at the problem in the listing and the corresponding waveform is shown on the screen. Without both serial and analog capabilities, it is difficult to tell what caused the invalid symbol.

Another benefit of using oscilloscopes to debug serial buses is easy connectivity. There’s no need for a standard port or special IO for connectivity. In addition, oscilloscope probes are passive while protocol analyzers typically provide re-transmit and re-timing. If physical layer problems exist, connecting the protocol analyzer can mask them.

Finally, Infinium Oscilloscopes are able to support a wide variety of protocols such as I2C, SPI, RS232, USB and PCI-Express. So the oscilloscope doesn’t just replace a single protocol analyzer; it replaces a number of them. It is very common for Engineers to attempt to “mentally decode” waveforms because they don’t have the right protocol analyzer at hand. This new capability eliminates this difficult process forever.
Key Functionality

In order to debug a serial bus, it is essential to have both decode as well as triggering. Depending upon the protocol, the meaning of “decode” can mean a variety of things. For example, in a high speed serial protocol like PCI-Express, decode can mean anything from symbols embedded in the waveform to a packet listing. In lower speed protocols like SPI, decode is simply a listing of the payload values.

Embedded Decode

Embedded Decode utilizes the oscilloscope’s waveform display to overlay the decode information in the graticule. This provides very tight correlation between a waveform and the corresponding decode. This is functionality that protocol analyzers do not provide. It also eliminates the common problem of having to “mentally decode” the waveform. (It may sound strange, but many Engineers have told me that they do this on an oscilloscope). An example of an embedded decode from a Keysight Infiniium 9000 series oscilloscope is shown in Figure 1.

Note that for high speed protocols, the embedded decode can either be in symbols (such as 8B/10B symbols) or packets. This is two different levels of abstraction. An example of embedded symbols is shown in Figure 2.

Decode listing

A listing is a very efficient method for displaying data because it shows a complete packet on a single line as shown in Figure 3. This is the display that is used on protocol analyzers. However, on an oscilloscope, there is correlation between the waveforms and the selected packet. Notice in Figure 3 there is a selected packet (highlighted in blue) and there is also a blue line in the waveform display showing the corresponding waveform.

Some information can easily be shown in a column of a table but some cannot. The most obvious example is a payload, which can consist only of a couple bytes or dozens of bytes. In order to be able to view a payload, use the Payload Tab as shown in Figure 4. This shows all of the bytes in this payload (which happens to be high speed USB) along with an ASCII display. Having a separate Payload Tab is essential because it allows entire payloads to be displayed regardless of length. Also, users can change the base (hex, binary, or decimal) to whatever format is preferred for them.
When we did research on how Engineers like to see serial data, we found that they could not agree on a single format to be used all of the time. I showed the Engineers a variety of formats and asked them which one they preferred. Instead of choosing one, they requested all of them. The point they made is that a single view of the data does not cover all situations and they wanted a variety of formats to give them as much flexibility as possible. Some relatively simple protocols like I²C, RS232 or SPI, require nothing more than a listing of Packets and a Payload Tab. But high speed protocols like PCI-Express, SATA, SAS, and MIPI require more views of the data.

One of the formats that users requested is the Header Tab shown in Figure 5. This shows the header broken down by fields in format similar to the one used in protocol specifications. Having a view of the data that matches the way the Engineers were taught the protocol is very important.

Another format that the Engineers requested is a hierarchical view called the Details Tab. This recognizes that there can be a hierarchical in protocols (such as fields at different layers of the protocol). An example is shown in Figure 6 where the Physical, Data Link and Transaction Layers can clearly be seen.

The last view that engineers requested is a symbol view. An example is shown in Figure 7.
Key Functionality (continued)

Triggering

While doing research on oscilloscopes and serial protocols, we asked Engineers if serial decode or triggering was more important. Most Engineers simply could not answer the question because both are essential to debugging a serial bus. After all, what good is it to see the bus if you can’t find what you want? That is why oscilloscopes provide both serial decode and triggering.

Every oscilloscope user is familiar with common triggers such as edges and pulse widths, but an entirely new suite of triggers is required for serial. It is not enough to simply trigger on some aspect of the waveform, but the oscilloscope needs to trigger on aspects of the protocol itself. For example, a common trigger that users desire for USB would be on IN tokens. Or, for I2C, an example would be a Read that occurs as result of a restart. These are known as packet types because they allow users to trigger only on a specific type of packet. An example is shown in Figure 8.

However, there are many cases where simply triggering on a packet type simply isn’t enough. It is essential to be able to trigger on specific fields within a packet just like protocol analyzers do. An example is to trigger on a specific data and address value in I2C as shown in Figure 9.
Key Functionality (continued)

While we were doing our research, we discovered that even though Engineers wanted the ability to specify packets and fields as triggers, they also wanted the ability to see exactly what the definition of the trigger is. That is the purpose of the “View as Bits” dialog shown in Figure 10.

A final type of triggering is referred to as the Symbol Sequence. Once again, this is for high speed serial buses. This is for the case where the Engineers want to enter a list of specific symbols to trigger on. An example is shown in Figure 11. It begins with a K code (SDP), ends with a K code (END) but uses data values for the rest of the sequence.
Setting Up a Serial Bus

Setting up a serial bus on an oscilloscope is not necessarily simple. There are a variety of factors that must be specified correctly in order for both triggering and serial decode to work. These factors include sample rate, memory depth, trigger levels, measurement thresholds and clock recovery (high speed buses only). For simplicity, the Infiniium 9000 series oscilloscopes include an Autoset button that will automatically setup all of these parameters for the user.

Sample Rate

In general there is an optimal sample rate defined by the speed of each serial bus. Naturally, if the sample rate goes below this level, the serial decode cannot be performed. Traditionally, however, oscilloscopes have optimized their sample rate based upon the current setting of the time per division. This optimizes the view of the current waveform (which is best for finding signal integrity problems). This is a problem when viewing serial decode because zooming in on a waveform will cause the serial decode to disappear. Therefore, until users want to investigate a signal integrity issue, it is recommended that the sample rate be set to a fixed point.

Memory Depth

Memory Depth is another key issue. If the depth is very large, this can slow down the update rate of the oscilloscope. However, making the depth too small can result in the trace consisting of a single fragment of a packet (which cannot be decoded). Ironically, the serial triggering hardware will still work fine because it sees the complete packet even though the depth is not great enough to save it. In many cases, the users will need to experiment to find their optimal memory depth. While triggering helps them to find a packet of interest, it is also essential to have a fair amount of context around the packet to see what happened before and after.

Trigger Levels

Trigger Levels are familiar to all oscilloscope users because they are used in virtually all oscilloscope triggers. Serial triggering is relatively simple because if the trigger is set to the middle of the waveform it will generally work fine. Trigger Levels are probably the easiest issue to deal with in serial debugging.

Measurement Thresholds

Measurement Thresholds are very similar to Trigger Levels even if they are somewhat less familiar. The biggest confusion with Measurement Thresholds is how they are used. Trigger Levels are used by the oscilloscope hardware to trigger. Measurement Thresholds are used by the oscilloscope software to figure out the decoding. The two functions are independent; i.e. an oscilloscope that is triggering just fine on a serial bus may fail to decode. Compounding the problem is that Trigger Levels are prominently displayed in the main window of every oscilloscope, while Measurement Thresholds are buried. To alleviate this problem, the Infiniium 9000 series automatically sets up both the Trigger Levels and Measurement Thresholds whenever the Autoset button is pressed. However, if the user manually changes a Trigger Level (such as by turning the front panel knob), serial triggering may no longer work. In a similar manner, if a user changes any of their Measurement Thresholds, serial decode may no longer work. The best advice for most Engineers is if either triggering or decode doesn’t work, press the Autoset button again. In most cases, that will take care of the problem.

Clock Recovery

Most High speed serial buses use clock recovery instead of a separate clock signal. The Autoset function will attempt to choose a method for a specific protocol, but it may be up to the user to specify the correct method.

Limitations

While Infiniium Oscilloscopes can perform many of the functions of a protocol analyzer, there are some limitations. The biggest is memory depth. Oscilloscopes acquire samples to be able to recreate waveforms while protocol analyzers only need to recreate packets. Therefore, the number of packets that can be stored by protocol analyzers is vastly greater.

A second limitation of is performance. Because protocol analyzers have dedicated hardware to decode packets while oscilloscopes use software decode, for large memory depths the oscilloscopes will be sluggish. (Note that this limitation does not apply to the 5000 and 7000 series oscilloscopes which have dedicated hardware for serial decode).

Protocol Analyzers often have specialized performance analysis capabilities that go well beyond just triggering and decoding. For these capabilities, a protocol analyzer is required.
Summary

New advances in Infiniium Oscilloscopes have enabled Engineers to debug serial buses as well as analog and digital signals. In essence, they have become a combination of an oscilloscope, logic analyzer and a protocol analyzer all in the same instrument. For example, the Keysight Infiniium 9000 series oscilloscopes have incorporated many of the most important protocol analyzer features such as a decode listing and protocol specific triggering. This means Engineers no longer have to clutter their bench with a wide variety of instruments or waste time trying to correlate results from one instrument to another. These new serial capabilities mean the most common serial debugging can be achieved on the oscilloscope for a wide variety of protocols such as I2C, SPI, RS232, USB and PCI-Express.
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